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Lohr road-rail transport system
logistics on the right track
Lohr is showcasing the latest developments to the Lohr UIC wagon at the Transport
Logistic trade fair in Munich where it will also announce a new road-rail transport
service between Luxembourg and Poland and new terminals.
The modal shift from road to rail is part of the implementation
of a low-carbon mobility policy for goods. Thanks to the
lowered, articulated Lohr wagon allowing the quick, safe
loading of all semi-trailers, Lohr Railway System road-rail
transport technology has already enabled the transfer of over
one million lorries from road to rail in 15 years on the five
rolling motorways in operation.
Lohr road-rail transport technology is compatible with the
existing railway infrastructures and standard road vehicles
and is recognised for its ability to enable a significant modal
shift. It can circulate throughout the entire European network
thanks to the TEN-homologated UIC car (Trans-European
Network), in particular the nine priority freight corridors of
the central European network.

Thanks to the launch of a digital transformation and
robotisation industrial programme adopted for the Lohr
group’s industrial site in Alsace, an extensive “design to
cost” programme will significantly reduce the ownership
cost of Lohr UIC wagons and allow series-production of at
least 100 units annually.
In particular, this work will allow the optimisation of
maintenance costs for the wagon and benefit from feedback
concerning the 450 wagons already in service, the first
of which have already covered more than 2.5 million
kilometres.

The road-rail links in operation
Lorry Rail, a joint subsidiary of the CFL, SNCF and Lohr
groups, has been operating the long-distance road-rail
line linking Bettembourg in Luxembourg to Boulou near
Perpignan since 2007, with three return trips a day over a
distance of 1,045 km in 15 hours, and a service between
Bettembourg and Barcelona since February 2019.
Other lines are in operation and contribute to the
development of the modal shift:

www.lohr.fr

• Calais - Turin Orbassano, which was inaugurated in
2018, a journey of 1,150 km in 18 hours.
• Calais - Le Boulou, which came into service in 2016,
operates up to 2 return trips daily over a distance of
1,470 km in 23 hours.
Lastly, Aiton (Chambéry) - Orbassano, a journey of 175 km
between France and Italy in 3 hours, has been operating
since 2003 with 4 to 5 return trips per day.
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Lohr Railway System
At Munich, the launch of a new service between Bettembourg and Poznan
The CFL, CLIP and Lohr groups are delighted to announce the launch of a new mixed train carrying containers and semi-trailers
on Lohr wagons at the end of 2019. For this new service, a Lohr Railway System mini-terminal will be set up on the Poznan
logistics platform in Poland.
This line, stretching over more than 1,000 km, will contribute to alleviating the ever-increasing volume of road traffic on the
North Sea-Baltic corridor and will open the way from the Bettembourg hub to new links between Poland and Spain.
“In the next two months, two Lohr Railway System mini-hubs will demonstrate that services can be launched rapidly. This
involves commissioning a terminal at Poznan at the end of 2019, followed by a terminal at the Port of Marseille” stated
Sébastien LANGE, Director of the Railway Department at Lohr Industrie.

Decisions by the European Commission in favour of new projects
In April 2019 the European Commission announced the results of the CEF Transport 2018* call for proposals and selected two
projects using Lohr technology:
• €25.471m for the development of the Barcelona-Paris rolling motorway sponsored by VIIA
• €1.204m for the Port of Marseille and the construction of road-rail combined transport terminals at the Eastern Docks
*https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cefpub/cef_2018_tran_brochure_final.pdf

The Paris-Barcelona rolling motorway
The award of over €25m of European funding to VIIA, a
subsidiary of SNCF, will enable the construction of two new
Lohr Railway System terminals.
The first will be constructed in the Port of Barcelona and the
second at Paris-Rungis (the world’s largest wholesale market
for fresh products). The rail link between Rungis international
market and the Port of Barcelona covers 1,200 km, a 19-hour
journey. The service is scheduled to open at the end of 2021.
A few figures:
• 3 return trips daily, an annual modal shift of 60,000
lorries from road to rail and 80,000 tonnes of CO2
saved annually
• 120 Lohr wagons for the service

The Lohr industrial group welcomes this announcement,
which reflects a new aim to serve the Iberian Peninsula. It
comes just a few months after the launch on February the
19th, 2019 by Lorry Rail, a joint subsidiary of the SNCF
and CFL groups, of a line linking the Barcelona Can Tunis
intermodal terminal to the Bettembourg intermodal terminal
in Luxembourg.
Thierry Le Guilloux, Chairman of VIIA stated:
“The inauguration of the new line between Barcelona and
Bettembourg three months after the Calais – Orbassano line
highlights the momentum of rolling motorways in Europe.”

Source VIIA, operator of the line

Other upcoming projects...
A new road-rail service between Cherbourg and Bayonne
led by the leading French shipping company Brittany Ferries
should begin at the start of 2021. It will extend semi-trailer
transport service by ferry to offer a comprehensive service
between Ireland, the British Isles and the Iberian Peninsula.
This new railway service directly linked to the Poole,
Portsmouth, Dublin or Rosslare - Cherbourg ferries will

www.lohr.fr

provide an integrated transport offer for unaccompanied
semi-trailers from Poole to Bayonne.
This rail journey will cover 950 km, saving 930 km on
the road. The service is due to start at the end of 2020 in
coordination with the commissioning of a larger capacity
ship on the UK - Cherbourg crossing.
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Vehicle transport
The world leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of car transporter vehicles, Lohr Automotive, presents its latest
innovations at the Transport Logistic trade fair in Munich at stand 215 - Hall 4.

Lohr extends its automotive logistics range:
the AXEAL (AXle Electric Assist Lohr) electric axle, the new digital portal, myLOHR.fr
and the latest developments on its car transporters.
Lohr Automotive offers a wide range of car transporters (Eurolohr 200 New, Eurolohr 300 New, Multilohr, Maxilohr, SHR
Confidential, etc.) which remains a reference in terms of:
• Performance and reliability,
• Reducing fuel consumption and limiting environmental impact,
• Safety and ergonomics for users, Adaptation to the various regulations,
• Know-how and innovation in technological design,
• Optimisation of working and driving times,
• Control and anticipation of life cycles and operation.

AXEAL (AXle Electric Assist Lohr)
On 16 May 2019, Lohr and SAF-HOLLAND officialised a commercial and technological partnership for the development
of AXEAL: an electric axle with power assist during acceleration and regenerative braking. It improves driving comfort and
increases performance by reducing fuel consumption by 15% depending on the configuration. It also drives the peripheral
systems, e.g. the cylinders of car transporters, to make loading and unloading quieter and less polluting.

Mylohr.fr – the operational dashboard of the future
The new myLOHR digital portal facilitates management and commercial relations thanks to more content, advice,
applications, products, services, simplicity and clarity.
Further information: www.mylohr.fr

About the Lohr Group
For more than 50 years, the French family-run Lohr Group has been a global specialist in the design, manufacture and marketing
of transport systems for goods and people generating 80% of the its turnover on the export market.
Today, with a global manufacturing footprint including seven plants across three continents, 2,000 employees and a research
and development centre with 150 engineers and technicians, Lohr continues to assert its position as the world leader in car
transporters, to develop its piggyback activity and to promote projects for sustainable mobility.
More information: www.lohr.fr
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